Television and Children: ReViewing the Evidence
Critics may fall back, at this point, to claiming that viewing is "habit-forming" even if not technically addictive. But...to support on closer inspection. After all, there is no reason to think that it is the act of watching TV last week that...

In fact, a growing body of evidence has cast doubt on the validity of this idea where children, too, are concerned. A...

Thus a 1980 study of New Jersey middle-school students: "The primary finding is that IQ accounts for most observed...

Critics seem to be on very safe ground indeed when they argue that television is less intellectually challenging than...

Almost always, however, the studies have focused on television and a...

Critics have also blamed television for lowering reading skills, because they...

The network of television stations, few years ago, was:

Whereas critics have also blamed television for lowering reading skills, because they...

We used to fear that an ad for ciloxan-90 would come up on the TV screen...and that's why I'm afraid these kids...